Abstract: Any celebration is, or it should be, an opportunity to meditate on what is being celebrated. Otherwise, the celebration remains merely formal and inconsistent. What is the meaning of one hundred years of Romanian theatre? A sum of fulfillment and unfulfillment, of satisfactions and dissatisfactions, a whole set of faces which can describe a history in a pleasant way throughout time. In the next lines we are trying to place ourselves at today's end of history in a troubled present which must be questioned. What has become of us, those who are applauding the centenary of our theatre? What is missing and what are our dissatisfactions? We shall let other people make the bows while we assume the discomfort of the discourse on unfulfillment.
The position of the theatre and of the artist in society
On the Romanian territory, theatre has gradually become rather a means of entertainment than art. It has lost its serious and solemn side. The actor has stopped being a "saint", turning into a kind of "courtesan" in an exaggerated way, a distinction theorised by Grotowski in a time when one could still talk about the sacredness of art without giving rise to any ironic smiles.
The Romanian society is itself theatrical. It is an everyday theatricality specific to us which probably goes back to the time of the different historic dominations. It is from that moment that we have had this tendency to dissimulate, to give something for something else, and to freely fictionalise and mythologize. Similarly, our appetite for performances is a certainty, the performance signifying the public display of extreme states, feelings, and attitudes. The 'coups de theatre' within the Romanian society, presented every evening by more and more exhibited talk-shows which lay emphasis on the show and not on the talk, hideously double the theatrical act in itself. Why should one go to a place called theatre if everything around is nothing else but theatre? What else can someone find there?
Romanian theatre could only be saved by being different, defining itself specifically in opposition with society. Unfortunately, its solution to the problem is to become a faithful duplication of society, or its replica. It is a theatre from which the drama and the tragic recede, leaving room for an endless comedy that is often of low aesthetic nature. "People come to the theatre to laugh", a type of statement which brings theatre to destruction.
In the Romanian space, being an actor means a mixture of reactions. Being an actor is no longer considered a job in itself. It is no longer something real, consistent, vocational, but rather something circumstantial, a job among other jobs. Mostly speaking, the Romanian society is suspicious about this kind of activity unlikely to be measured into something tangible and immediate.
The 2017 increases in wages, unusually high (in some cases by 50%), are far from turning the actors into a socially respected category. These increases rather turn the "publicly" employed actors into a kind of sect ambiguously seen by the actors from the so-called independent area.
A failure: independent theatre
In a Romania overwhelmed by the burden of centralism as a remnant of communism kept untouched up to the present time, anything which does not have the blessing of the state runs certain risks, most of them being fatal. The private initiative in the field of theatre is, with an annoying regularity, at the mercy of the public finances. A limited budget becomes a matter of dispute every year for the people involved who will probably not participate in the next financing session for being discouraged.
The Romanian business environment does not support the independent theatre act. It has no interest in doing it. For more than a decade they have been debating on the necessity of a sponsorship law which stimulates the investments in cultural private funds through exemption from taxes and other measures. However, nobody does anything for this law to enter into force.
Considering that independent theatre has as much consistency as King Hamlet's ghost, it is obvious that there is no alternative to its offers.
The conformism of public theatres
One of the major problems of today's Romanian theatre relates to the conformism of public theatres. The sense of indifference is given out by the National Theatres, institutional mutants blatantly contradicting the position of live art which theatre holds. With little exceptions, the great productions of the Romanian National theatres display museum exhibits, maintaining theatrical practices and attitudes which are old-fashioned in an unproductive way. The local and county theatres are small replicas of the National Theatres. Limited by their budget, but also by the aesthetic visions of the credit release authorities, led by managers often chosen according to political criteria or, anyway, based on anything else but value, such institutions make use of the same repertoire recipes with the only purpose of gaining the quick satisfaction of the audience and, maybe, for maintaining a national cooperativist system within which some people are the winners, while the theatre in itself is losing.
The Romanian cooperativist theatrical system
The Romanian cooperativist system is a practice developed since the '90s and extremely profitably maintained up to the present. It is a system mainly updated by managers and directors, based on the exchange of fees. The manager-director of a certain theatre invites the manager-director of another theatre to enact a play and the latter in his turn will invite the manager of the first theatre to enact in his own theatre. Thus, the artistic act becomes a sort of business as the individual economic purpose becomes prevalent in relation to the aesthetic purposes.
The absence of the experiment
Romanian theatre is a theatre from which the experiment has almost completely disappeared, becoming the theatre schools' concern. Hardly does any serious artist have little time for such trifles. This behaviour proves the fact that we have come to a point where the art of theatre is fully known and where there is nothing else to search for. The consequences of such an attitude are obvious: the bottleneck and tendencies towards an unprecedented past. It is convenient, comfortable, and without any major risks to use old recipes. In Romania, "Lab theatre" becomes a meaningless phrase. However, the statue effect is overwhelming.
The disappearance of the great creators
The theatrical Romania is suffering from a void of creative authorities. In my opinion, during the last quarter of the century, the Romanian culture hasn't produced any director strong enough to change the Romanian theatrical discourse, except for Radu Afrim. The young directors have something meteoric nowadays: they appear, they are famous for a season or two, and then they disappear in a sort of anonymity. Our greatest hopes from the '90s whose full glory we should have witnessed today are mere ornaments in the landscape without modifying it in any way. The Romanian school no longer provides creators able to go beyond their training environment. Situations such as those of Liviu Ciulei, Lucian Pintilie, or Andrei Șerban, whom any theatre in the world would have wanted as counter-candidates, are utopias nowadays. The absence of the imposing director mainly results in the disappearance of the challenge show, that kind of show able to generate debates and again bring to discussion the condition of the theatre and of art in general. The only outstanding performance of the last decade is Faust by Silviu Purcărete, overwhelming by its monumentality and less by any burst of ideas.
As concerns the actors, the situation is somewhat different. An increasing phenomenon -namely, every year Romania provides hundreds of actors -obscures the possible lights. Discouraged, socially and professionally humiliated, the young and extremely talented actors are self-destroying through their passivity. Further away, more and more abstract, the greatest figures of the Romanian theatre are losing their model function. The resemblance to a museum and the mythical figures excludes any real and productive influences.
A phantom: theatre criticism
The state of theatre criticism in the present Romania is pathetic. Theatre criticism has become a hobby for people who frequently make a living of anything else but theatre. Far from being a profession, the critical act is consumed through festivals or awards, and communication is limited to conventional and sterile "how is it goings"? Generally speaking, making a theatre review today means writing about performances. Outside of the performance, because inviting the critic to rehearsals or integrating him into the process of creation is not a common practice in Romanian theatre. In relation to the show, the critic continues to behave as if solving a puzzle, his great preoccupation being to answer the question: what did the director want to tell us?
Sometimes critics are invited to take part in different juries, a gesture which is rather polite than relevant for the critic's own esteem. The critical act does not influence Romanian theatre at all, does not define it and does not create tendencies. Among theatre creators, the prevalent picture of the critic is that of a parasite who is tolerated for the sake of the etiquette or of some times when this "character" really mattered.
Where is our playwriting?
Unlike German theatre, for instance, where the new tendencies of the theatre were dictated by what was called the "new playwriting", the definition of the playwriter within the Romanian theatre space is still following the traditional rules: a person arising from the literature who, after submitting the text, returns to his own business, no longer having any responsibility. He will probably be invited on stage at the premiere in applauses.
Inevitably, when saying "Romanian playwriting" one still refers to the classical playwriting (Caragiale, Alecsandri, Kirițescu, Zamfirescu, Sebastian, and many more, which are to be found in the school curricula or related to philology). There are very few texts within the contemporary playwriting which last more than one staging. An ephemeral, single-use play writing is coming out, unable to leave traces or impose radical changes to Romanian directing. Gianina Cărbunariu, Alina Nelega, Elise Wilk, Lia Bugnar, and Bogdan Georgescu, then the few play writers active around Fabrica de Pensule in Cluj are acting independently, in a discouraging island-like manner.
From time to time, the Romanian top directors practise original scripts: Mihai Măniuțiu, Radu Afrim, Alexandru Dabija, a.s.o. They do not do it on a regular basis, rather based on temporary inspiration or needs.
The UNITER Award for the best play of the year has not confirmed any new play writer in my opinion. It is hard to believe that the recently founded Teatrul Dramaturgilor Români (Romanian Playwrights' Theatre), which is financed out of public funds, will manage to compensate in any way for the lack of true playwriting.
The absence of originality in relation to European theatre
We have acted and are acting as a small culture as concerns the theatre. It is impossible for me to identify specific original features of Romanian theatre. The Romanian show was and still is a quasi-mimetic mirroring of the tendencies in European theatre. Most of the times, there is also a time gap which places us as "tardy", or "the latecomers": in the late '90s we used to astonishingly discover stage nudity, while this approach was already tatty in Europe; at the beginning of the 2000s, porno-language invaded the Romanian stages, although being a closed topic in other theatre spaces; nowadays, we are witnessing the tormented technological alignment often having ridiculous effects ready to be forgotten. And the list of examples may continue.
The disappearance of the reflex to ask fundamental questions about theatre
After a long period of time when theatre was associated with the idea of education, a theory still valid through foyers and course halls, the question about the purpose of theatre is more and more rarely formulated. The creators do not seem interested in the fundamental questions of the theatre, much less the audience: Why do we make theatre? Why do we go to the theatre? What is the meaning of theatre? Where does theatre go to? and so on and so forth. Other questions are now pervading Romanian theatre: How much shall I ask? How much is the budget of the show? How much does the show last? etc. The lack of desire to talk about theatre greatly affects the tone with which this art is being created, often associated with trifles, with entertainment, and the show.
